Body Rub Massage
Summer is approaching its end, however it doesn’t mean a loss of libido. It’s rather in September
when we are more in need of tenderness, caresses and love. To start your fall season originally and
ultra-sexy try the Body Rub Massage: a real alternative to orgasm.

Sensual Massage and Refined Expression of Love
Body Rub Massage is in fact a very old form of massage coming to the West form Asia. For centuries
it has been practiced there. The course of massage is similar to a regular therapeutic massage. The
only difference is that Body Rub Massage is carried out in the form of a mutual physical contact of
two naked bodies. Despite the fact that genitals of both are naked as well, there is no sexual
intercourse, as it’s often wrongly assumed. On the contrary, the intensity of this massage is stronger
without sexual penetration notwithstanding the natural and visible excitement of the moment. Its
absence does not in the least prevent one from feeling desire and enjoying the Body Rub Massage
immensely. If you unleash your imagination, this erotic massage will provide you a guaranteed
pleasure.

Body Rub Massage Joyful Moments
An encounter between a man and a lady is held in a very intimate and sensual situation, in pure
nudity, in an atmosphere of trust and mutual respect. By subdued lighting she enters the room and
you contemplate her gorgeous naked body. Eroticism is floating in the air and is just about to ignite
the passion. Warm oil wets your skin and the first subtle touches are taking you away. Nothing is
more important. Now it's all about you. Lady’s hands play gently with your body enveloped in waves
of pleasure and relaxation. You feel the touches of her velvet skin, it’s already more than just her
playful fingers… So special and so exciting about Body Rub Massage is that the oil is massaged not
with hands only but with the whole body. Skin on skin, it’s much closer and more intensive a contact
than you could have imagined! She slides her nipples on your body…. This is not a bestial massage,
referring to some pornographic movies. Body Rub Massage rests a massage full of tenderness,
sweetness and serenity. It brings comfort and pleasure, lady’s tender touches are giving you a cozy
feeling and inspiring your imagination. This exhilarating experience is all about well-being and deep
relaxation of the body and mind. Enjoy every moment with all your senses.

